We present a theoretical analysis of the intensity autocorrelation for the spontaneous emission from a planar ensemble of self-assembled quantum dots. Using the quantum jump approach, we numerically simulate the evolution of the system and construct photon-photon delay time statistics that approximates the second order correlation function of the field. The form of this correlation function in the case of collective emission from a highly homogeneous ensemble qualitatively differs form that characterizing an ensemble of independent emitters (inhomogeneous ensemble of uncoupled dots). The signatures of collective emission in the intensity correlations are observed also in the case of an inhomogeneous but sufficiently strongly coupled ensemble. Thus, we show that the second order correlation function of the emitted field provides a sensitive test of cooperative effects.
I. INTRODUCTION
While the essential luminescence properties of quantum dots (QDs) are determined by single-QD characteristics, the observed enhanced luminescence of QD arrays and ensembles 1-3 reveals physical effects beyond this single emitter picture. Such an enhancement is attributed to collective (cooperative) effects in emission, that is, the quantum-optical phenomenon that leads to markedly non-exponential, peaked emission in atomic samples 4 . An obvious difference between the QDs ("artificial atoms") and the real, natural atoms is the considerable inhomogeneity of optical transition energies in the former case. With a natural emission line width of a single QD on the order of a few µeV 5 , the typical ensemble distribution of transition energies over several to a few tens of meV should preclude any collective emission effects. Theoretical modeling reveals the role of the interplay between this spectral inhomogeneity and the coupling between the QDs 6 . By assuming the presence of some kind of electronic couplings (in addition to the fundamental but weak dipole couplings) in the QD ensemble, the experimentally observed enhancement of spontaneous emission in a planar ensemble 1 has been quantitatively reproduced 7 . The proposed role of inter-QD couplings is also consistent with the observed cooperative effects in QD chains 3 , where the presence of such couplings is much more obvious 2 .
The particular dependence of of the enhanced emission rate on the ensemble size, spectral range, and excitation mode is consistent with the concept of its collective nature and strongly supports this interpretation 1 . However, the observed time dependence of the emission intensity for inhomogeneous ensembles of QDs remains exponential 1, 3 (in contrast to the atomic superradiance) makes this effect purely quantitative and does not allow one to exclude a formally possible conspiracy of different factors that might simply shorten the exciton life time in the QD samples used in the experimental studies. Therefore, one is motivated to look for another characteristics of the emission signal, where the collective effects might be manifested in a more qualitative way. Probably the most obvious option is to look at the second-order correlation function of the emitted radiation, which is experimentally accessible via detection of photon-photon (intensity) correlations and is commonly applied to characterize light fields emitted from QD systems [8] [9] [10] . While the original approach, based on the standard Hanbury-Brown and Twiss setup, limited the temporal resolution of the measured correlation functions to the nanosecond range, the recently developed experimental technique [11] [12] [13] gives access to second-order correlations on much shorter time scales. In this method, one uses a streak camera in the single photon counting mode to register the detection traces of incident photons with picosecond resolution. This record of time-labeled photodection events can than be used to determine the statistical properties of a pulse light source with picosecond resolution. Such a procedure has been successfully applied to characterize the light field originating from a QD laser 11, 12 .
Theoretical modeling of intensity correlations for QD ensembles focused predominantly on cavity systems 8 . General studies, based on the Master equation approach, revealed strong photon bunching in the emission form a few two-level emitters in cavities below the lasing threshold 14 that oscillates with the number of emitters 15 and identified the role of dephasing 15 . For the description of QD systems, the model has been extended to account for multiple excitation of a QD emitter and for the dephasing effects 16 , as well as carrier-phonon interaction 17 An extended theory has also been proposed 8, 18 , based on the cluster expansion, accounting for semiconductorspecific effects, like higher order Coulomb and carrierphoton correlations or Pauli blocking. For free-statnding systems, the intensity correlation has been modeled to characterize two-photon emission from the biexciton cascade from a single QD 9 .
In this paper, we present a theoretical study of secondorder correlations in the pulsed emission from a freestanding (not embedded in a cavity) QD ensemble, using the stochastic simulation (quantum jump) method. This work is motivated by the availability of the experimental technique mentioned above and aims at identifying the signatures of cooperative effects in the emission from such systems, in particular in photon-photon correlations. We study also the dependence of the correlation functions on the energy inhomogeneity and inter-dot couplings in the ensemble. We find out that the form of the second order correlation function in the case of emission from highly homogeneous or sufficiently strongly coupled QD systems qualitatively differs from that characterizing a field generated by an ensemble of independent emitters. Therefore, the second order correlation function of the emitted field provides a sensitive test of cooperative effects in the spontaneous emission.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II defines the model and describes the stochastic simulation method used for the numerical modeling. Sec. III is devoted to simple limitiing cases that can be fully treated analytically. In Sec. IV, we present and discuss the results of the simulations. Section V contains general discussion concluding remarks.
II. MODEL AND SIMULATION METHOD
In this section, we first define the model (Sec. II A), then describe the stochastic method of quantum jumps used to simulate the dynamics (Sec. II B) and, finally, define the estimates of the correlation functions in terms of the photon emission events yielded by the stochastic simulation (Sec. II C).
A. Model
The system to be modeled consists of a planar, singlelayer ensemble of several self-assembled QDs randomly and uniformly placed in the xy plane, as in our earlier work 7 . The center-to-center distance between the QDs can not be lower than 10 nm (roughly the QD diameter). The positions of the dots are denoted by r α , where α numbers the dots. Each QD is modeled as a point-wise two-level system (empty dot and one exciton) with the fundamental transition energy E α = E + ǫ α , where E is the average transition energy in the ensemble and ǫ α represent the energy inhomogeneity of the ensemble, described by a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and standard deviation σ. We assume the dots to be coupled by an interaction V αβ which is composed of longrange (LR) dipole interaction (dispersion force) and a short-range (SR) coupling (exponentially decaying with the distance),
The long-range dipole coupling is described by 7, [19] [20] [21] 
and V αα = 0, where r αβ = r α −r β , Γ 0 = |d 0 | 2 k 3 0 /(3πε 0 ε r ) is the spontaneous emission (radiative recombination) rate for a single dot, d 0 is the magnitude of the interband dipole moment (assumed identical for all the dots), ε 0 is the vacuum permittivity, ε r is the relative dielectric constant of the semiconductor, k 0 = nE/( c), c is the speed of light, n = √ ε r is the refractive index of the semiconductor, and, for a heavy-hole transition in a planar ensemble,
The SR coupling is included in accordance with our previous work 7 , which suggested its important role in the cooperative emission. Only the overall magnitude and the finite range of this coupling are essentially important, hence we model it by the simple exponential dependence
The density matrix then evolves according to the Master equation
Here the first term accounts for the unitary evolution of the ensemble of coupled QDs with the Hamiltonian
where we introduce the transition operators for the dots: the "exciton annihilation" operator σ α , which annihilates an exciton in the dot α, and the "exciton creation" operator σ † α which creates an exciton in the dot α (the exciton number operator for the dot α is thenn α = σ † α σ α ). In Eq. (2), the first term describes the exciton energies in the dots and the second one accounts for the inter-dot coupling. The second term in Eq. (1) describes the dissipation, that is, the collective spontaneous emission process due to the coupling between the quantum emitters (QDs) and their radiative environment (vacuum). Here Γ αα = Γ 0 , Γ αβ = Γ βα = Γ 0 F (k 0 r αβ ), with
and {. . . , . . .} denotes the anti-commutator. The simulations are performed for an ensemble of systems generated by randomly placing a given number of QDs with a fixed surface density ν in the xy plane and choosing their fundamental transition energies from the Gaussian distribution. We assume the fully inverted initial state corresponding to strong excitation,
where |vac is the "vacuum" state, that is, the crystal ground state state with filled valence band states and empty conduction band states (no excitons in the QDs).
B. Stochastic simulation method
We model the evolution of the spontaneous emission process numerically, using the stochastic simulation approach (quantum jump method) 22, 23 , which considerably reduces the computational load and allows us to study larger QD ensembles than those tractable by a direct integration of the Master equation. The starting point is Eq. (1) written in the equivalent forṁ
where 
The Master equation (1) can then be equivalently replaced by a stochastic simulation 22, 23 in which the unnormalized state vector |Ψ evolves along continuous trajectories in the Hilbert space according to the equation of motion
interrupted by one of the discontinuous jumps
The duration of each continuous evolution period (the waiting time for the next jump) is a randorm variable with the cumulative distribution function
The relative probability that the ith jump will take place is
This prescription is implemented by evolving the system after each jump according to Eq. (4) until Ψ(t)|Ψ(t) = X, where X is a random variable uniformly distributed on [0, 1), obtained from the quasi-random number generator of a computer, and then selecting the jump at random according to Eq. (7).
C. Correlation functions
Each jump can be identified with a photon emission. Hence, the statistics of the jump times over many repetitions of the numerical experiment can be used to approximate the luminescence intensity. To this end, we model the repeated pulsed excitation of the system by periodically setting the initial condition and simulating the subsequent emission. In each repetition, we register the time stamp for each jump and build the discrete statistics using a time bin ∆t,
where N (t) is the number of photons emitted in the time interval ∆t containing t, N rep is the number of repetitions of the simulation, and . . . denotes averaging over the repetitions. We use the same method to compute the second order correlation function G (2) (t 1 , t 2 ) of the emitted radiation,
For our discussion, we introduce a pre-factor, inversely proportional to the number of photon pairs in a single pulse, which assures that results obtained for ensembles of different sizes are comparable. Thus, we define
where N is the number of QDs in the ensemble. Note that, apart from this uniform re-scaling, the function G 2 has the form and meaning of an unnormalized correlation function. The standard way to normalize the correlations is to use the product of intensities at the two times involved,
.
Due to the normalization, the two functions g (2) (t 1 , t 2 ) and g (2) (τ ) represent the intrinsic properties of the field, irrespective of the photon collection and detection efficiency.
Although the two-time correlation function is necessary to provide the full information on second order correlations in the non-stationary evolution, a simpler quantitative characteristics might be useful to characterize the collective emission. Here, we will use the integrated correlation function that depends only on τ = t 2 −t 1 and represents the statistics of the delay times τ between pairs of emission events (as used in the experimental studies 11, 13 ),
and the corresponding normalized function
Eq. (8) can be viewed as an average of the normalized function g (2) (t 1 , t 2 ) weighted by the product of relative (normalized) intensities at the two times 13 .
This stochastic procedure outlined above is equivalent to the standard approach based on the Master equation and quantum regression theorem in the sense of the statistics of an arbitrary sequence of photodetection measurements 23 . Moreover, it exactly follows the experimental procedure used to calculate the correlation functions from a time-resolved sequence of photodetection events 11, 13 . The advantage of applying the stochastic scheme is not only reducing the description from the density matrix (∼ N 2 variables) to the state vector (∼ N variables) level. An additional benefit follows from the fact that each jump described in Eq. (5) reduces the average number of excitons in the ensemble exactly by one. Since coherences between states with a different number of excitons, if initially absent, cannot appear as a result of the evolution, this allows us to integrate the equation of motion within a subspace with a given number of excitons, which further considerably reduces the size of the numerical problem.
In our simulations, we use the parameters : Γ 0 = 2 ns −1 , n = 2.6, the average transition energy of the QD ensemble E = 2.59 eV and the QD surface density ν = 10 11 /cm −2 . For the tunnel coupling we choose the range r 0 = 15 nm, while its amplitude V 0 is used as a parameter (the dipole coupling is always present, unless explicitly noted). The repetition period T rep = 12Γ −1 = 6 ns is sufficient to avoid noticeable overlap with the tail from the previous repetition. We use the time bin ∆t = 0.06 ns and perform N rep = 10 6 repetitions for 2 QDs, N rep = 10 5 repetitions for 6 and 10 QDs (unless noted otherwise), and N rep = 10 4 repetitions for 16 QDs.
III. SPECIAL LIMITS
In order to set some frame for the discussion of numerical results to be presented in Sec. IV, in this section we discuss easily obtainable analytical results pertaining to the limits of independent emitters and to fully collective emission from two QDs.
For a single QD, the probability of photon emission in the time interval (t, t+dt) is f 1 (t) = Γe −Γt dt. Within our model, N QDs emit N photons. If the emission from each QD is independent (uncorrelated) then the joint probability density for detecting the (distinguishable) photons at times t 1 , . . . , t N is f (t 1 , . . . , t N ) = f 1 (t 1 . . . f 1 (t N )) , where t i is the time of photon emission from the ith QD. The two-photon correlation function is the probability density for detecting a pair of photons (emitted by whichever pair of QDs) around times t and t ′ ,
where the combinatorial pre-factor results from adding identical expressions for each pair of QDs. The intensity in the independent emission case is I(t) = N Γe −Γt . Hence, according to Eq. (8),
which is the same expresson as for a stationary N -photon field.
In the case of two identical, uncoupled QDs in the Dicke limit of vanishing inter-dot distance (hence Γ 12 = Γ 0 ), the photon statistics might be found from the solution to the Master equation (1), using the quantum regression theorem. Alternatively, one can resort to the quantum jump picture: From Eq. (4) one finds in this case for the evolution of the unnormalized biexciton (fully inverted) state Ψ(t)|Ψ(t) = e −2Γt , from which, according to Eq. (6), the probability density for the first jump time is f 1st (t) = 2Γe −2Γt . According to Eq. (5), upon the first emission the system is projected on the single-exciton Dicke state (that is, the fully symmetric superposition of states with a given exciton number, here single exciton states). Using again Eq. (4), one finds the evolution of the corresponding density matrix, Ψ(t + τ )|Ψ(t + τ ) = e −2Γτ , where τ is the time interval after the first emission. Hence, the probability density for the second emission event, conditioned on the first emission at time t, is f 2nd (τ |t) = 2Γe −2Γτ . Note that this conditional probability density does not depend on the first emission time but only on the time delay. The joint probability, that is, the unnormalized 2nd order correlation function is then and depends only on the second (later) emission time. The intensity is calculated as the total probability of emitting the first or the second photon at a given time
From this, according to Eq. (8), one finds
which shows a power-law decay and therefore qualitatively differs from the constant intensity correlation function for independent emitters.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section we present and discuss the results of our simulations. First, in Sec. IV A, we analyze the time-resolved intensity of the emitted radiation and the full, two-time correlation function. Next, in Sec. IV B, we focus on the integrated correlation function representing the statistics of delay times between two photon emission events.
A. Intensity and correlations Fig. 1 shows the PL intensity as a function of time for the emission from ensembles of several QDs. If the QDs are identical, σ = 0 and coupled only by the weak dipole interactions, V 0 = 0 (red solid lines), the luminescence decay is non-exponential and develops a nonmonotonicity (a superradiant peak) as the number of QDs grows. This effect is completely destroyed already by a weak inhomogeneity of the transition energies in the ensemble, σ = 0.1 meV, well below the degree of inhomogeneity expected in a real sample (blue dashed lines). The collective emission effect, with the peaked luminescence, is restored if the QDs are sufficiently strongly coupled, σ = 0.1 meV, V 0 = 0.5 meV (green dotted lines) 6 . Here, we see the first difference between the case of 2 QDs and a larger number of QDs: the evolution of a strongly coupled 2-QD system nearly exactly follows that for identical dots, while in the other cases, the original photoluminescence decay curve is not completely restored. The reason is that in the 2 QD case the single-exciton eigenstate of a strongly coupled system coincides with the Dicke state, while in a larger ensemble of randomly distributed dots the Dicke states for various exciton numbers are typically not exact eigenstates of the system, although they may have an enhanced overlap with them.
The interplay between the inhomogeneity and coupling is reflected also in the two-time second order correlation of the photon emission events, as shown in Fig. 2 . Each correlation map is shown over one repetition period of the numerical experiment in t 1 and over two repetition periods in t 2 (the correlation function for any higher period is the same). The maps show clear differences between the correlations within one repetition period and between different repetition periods, as well as between the cases characterized by different inhomogeneity and inter-dot coupling.
Figs. 2(a)-(c) present the correlation functions for ensembles of identical dots coupled only by the fundamental, weak dipole interactions. The photon emission events in different repetitions of the experiment are uncorrelated. Hence, if 0 < t 1 < T rep and T rep < t 2 < 2T rep then g (2) (t 1 , t 2 ) ∼ I(t 1 )I(t 2 ), where I(t) is the luminescence intensity. For identical dots, the emission is nonexponential, with a peak developing at t > 0 if the number of dots exceeds 2. This is simply reflected in the shape of the correlation function, which has a maximum at t 1 = t 2 > 0 for N QD > 2. The picture is very different for the correlations between events within the same repetition period, when the photons are emitted in the course of a single instance of the system evolution. Here, again, the case of 2 QDs (Fig. 2(a) ) is exceptional: As explained in Sec. III, after one photon is emitted, there is exactly one left and, according to Eq. (5), the system is projected always on the same single-exciton Dicke state. Therefore, the system evolution after the first emission does not depend on the first emission time. As a result, the correlation function depends only on max(t 1 , t 2 ), hence the characteristic square shaped form of G (2) (t 1 , t 2 ) visible in the lower panel of Fig. 2(a) . For a larger number of QDs, the system is likely to contain more exciton after emission events that happened at earlier times, hence the further evolution and, in consequence, the correlation function, depends on both time arguments. The square shaped profile of G (2) still remains to some extent visi- ble for 6 QDs (Fig. 2(b) ) but is much less pronounced already for 16 QDs (Fig. 2(c)) .
If the dispersion of transition energies becomes large enough to prevent the collective emission, as in the cases shown in Figs. 2(d)-(f) , then the correlation function shows none of the features discussed above. Now, each photon is emitted by a single and independently evolving QD, hence different emission events are always independent and the correlation function becomes proportional to a product of two exponentially decaying luminescence intensities,
. This dependence on t 1 + t 2 only is clear in Figs. 2(d)-(f) , where the only difference between the correlations within and between the repetitions results from the combinatorial factor (N (N − 1) vs. N 2 photon pairs). As discussed above, sufficiently strong coupling can restore the characteristic features related to collective luminescence. The shape of the correlation function is also to some extent restored (Figs. 2(g)-(i) ) and becomes similar (although not quite identical) to that observed for identical dots.
From now on, we will focus on the correlations within one repetition period.
B. Delay time statistics
A simple but still very informative characteristics of intensity correlations is the delay-dependent correlation function G (2) (τ ), defined in Sec. II C, that reflects the statistics of the delay times between pairs of emission events averaged over all the evolution time. This correlation function is shown in Fig. 3 for ensembles of 2,6,10, and 16 QDs. This function is very close to exponential for uncorrelated decay in a strongly inhomogeneous system (blue dashed lines) but becomes non-exponential for a system of more than two identical QDs that emit cooperatively (red lines). This non-exponential dependence on the delay time is restored also by sufficiently strong interactions (green dotted lines).
Since the function G (2) (τ ) depends on the actual number of detection events, its magnitude reflects the ex- perimental conditions and only its qualitative features are meaningful. In contrast, its normalized counterpart, g (2) (τ ), defined by Eq. (8), yields intrinsic quantitative information on the photon correlations. This function is shown in Fig. 4 . As a result of the normalization by field intensities the form of this function differs considerably from the unnormalized one.
In the case of collective emission (homogeneous ensembles or a sufficiently strong coupling, red solid and green dotted lines in Fig 4, respectively) , the value of g (2) (0) is below 1 for a small number of emitters, indicating a nonclassical nature of the field (Fig. 4(a) ), while it shows a bunching effect, g (2) (0) > 1, for a larger number of QDs (Fig. 4(b-d) ). At finite delays, the normalized correlation function in this case drops down to reach a minimum at a certain time on the order of the spontaneous emission time longer for smaller ensembles) and then increases again up to the a value of (N − 1)/N which characterizes uncorrelated emission. The fact that this holds also for a perfectly homogeneous system coupled only by the very weak dipole interactions is quite striking. For a strictly superradiant decay, the correlation function should decay to 0, as discussed for the special case of 2 QDs in Sec. III. Our system differs from that formal limiting case in two respects: First, the distances between the dots are finite (although small), which affects the collective nature of the coupling (technically, Γ αβ < Γ 0 for α = β in Eq. (1)). Second, the weak but non-zero dipole coupling is always present, as it is of fundamental nature and inseparable from the spontaneous emission process. In order to assess the role of these two factors, in Fig. 4(b) we have included the results for two kinds hypothetical systems: the Dicke limit (negligible distance between the emitters, hence Γ αβ = Γ 0 for all α, β) with the dipole interactions as for the actual inter-dot distances in our ensemble, as well as an ensemble without any couplings (grey short-dashed and dash-dotted lines, respectively). The comparison of these formal results shows that even in the Dicke limit the behavior of the intensity correlation is similar to the actual one and only upon removing the coupling the non-monotonic behavior of g (2) (τ ) is turned into a monotonic decay. Hence, we conclude that the fundamental dipole coupling, which is too weak to induce any observable traces of collective emission in the luminescence intensity from an inhomogeneous ensemble 7 , qualitatively changes the form of the normalized secondorder correlation function.
In the case of an inhomogeneous and weakly coupled system, when the decay of both the intensity and the correlations is indistinguishable from exponential (blue dashed lines), the value of the correlation function is almost everywhere constant and equal to (N − 1)/N , as for uncorrelated emitters. An exception are very short delays, where it shows a weak but clear increase towards τ = 0, indicating that some small degree of cooperativity is present in the emission. Hence, also in this case the correlations are more sensitive to the system properties than the intensities.
So far, we have discussed ensembles with rather low energy inhomogeneities. However, one can expect that, as soon as both the energy inhomogeneity and typical coupling strengths are much larger than the natural emission line width, the ensemble luminescence should only depend (up to trivial scaling of the time axis) on the ratio of these two parameters. This is strictly the case for 2 QDs, where the energy difference and coupling strength fully characterize the system 6 . Although for larger ensembles both these parameters merely characterize a distribution of random values (which is, in addition, non-trivial in the case of the distance-dependent couplings), Fig. 5 shows that such a universal scaling is perfectly valid over two orders of magnitude of these parameters also in the case of larger QD ensembles (here 6 QDs). This holds true not only for the luminescence intensity ( Fig. 5(a,b) ) but also for the unnormalized and normalized intensity correlation functions G (2) (τ ) and g (2) (τ ) (Fig. 5(c-f) ). As the the cooperative nature of the emission proces manifests itself in a qualitative way in the intensity correlations, the correlations statistics may be a better experimental test for such collective effects. Indeed, as we show in Fig. 6 , the non-monotonic form of the correlation function g (2) (τ ) [ Fig. 6(a) ] appears already for inhomogoneous systems in which the the coupling is so weak that the deviation from the exponential luminescence decay [ Fig. 6(b) ] is almost unnoticeable (in particular, blue dashed lines in Fig. 6 , corresponding to V 0 = 2 meV= 0.2σ).
A single parameter, quantitatively characterizing the photon-photon correlations, is the value of the correlation function at zero delay, g (2) (0). This is shown in Fig. 7(a,b) for ensembles of 2 and 6 identical QDs (red circles) and for inhomogeneous QD ensembles (blue squares). The effect of the coupling is different in the two cases. An ensemble of identical emitters emits superradiantly in the absence of coupling, while the coupling partly destroys the cooperative emission effect by lifting the degeneracy of the states with a given number of excitons and thus perturbing the Dicke states, which are no more energy eigenstates. As a result, the value of g (2) (0) drops down. An exception is the case of 2 QDs, where the eigenstate of coupled, identical dots coincides with the Dicke state, as discussed above. On the contrary, if the system is energetically inhomogeneous (blue squares), the major effect of the coupling is to overcome the inhomogeneity and to form partly symmetrized eigenstates, which, although not completely identical with the Dicke state for N QD > 2, restore the cooperative emission and lead to an increase of g (2) (0). We note at this point that, apart from the interplay of inhomogeneity and coupling, the cooperative emission form a QD ensemble is affected also by the dependence of the off-diagonal transition rates Γ αβ on the inter-dot distance. Although the spatial sizes of the ensembles modeled here are always smaller than the wave length (about 1 µm in the medium, compared to 30 nm average distance between the neighboring QDs), the finite-size effect is quantitatively noticeable. This is illustrated by Fig. 7(c,d) , where the results as in the two upper panels are shown but this time assuming the (formal) Dicke limit of a very small ensemble, with Γ αβ = Γ 0 . While the qualitative dependence of g (2) (0) is the same as in the realistic case, the values are clearly higher.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have studied the second order correlation function (intensity autocorrelation) on sub-nanosecond time scales for the spontaneous emission from inhomogeneous planar ensembles of coupled QDs using the quantum jump approach to numerical simulations of the open system dynamics, which mimics a recently developed experimental technique.
We have shown that the cooperative nature of the emission manifests itself not only by non-exponential decay of luminescence, but also in the particular form of both the normalized and unnormalized correlation functions. The collective emission case corresponds either to the rather hypothetical limit of a very homogeneous QD ensemble or to a realistic case of en inhomogeneous ensemble of coupled dots. The signatures of collective emission in the intensity correlations are the same in both these cases. The normalized correlation function is of particular interest as it shows qualitative features (non-monotonic delay dependence) for weakly coupled inhomogeneous systems for which the non-exponential character of luminescence decay is so weak that it may be hard to notice experimentally. Thus, we conclude that the photonphoton delay time statistics may be a better experimental probe of cooperative effects than the time-resolved luminescence intensity.
